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Stolen away from her normal life for good, can Zenobia Jones accept that she’s been claimed by the
werewolf?

Zenobia Jones thought she was scraping by. Her jerk of an ex-fiancé threw her out of the house after she
caught him in bed with the neighbor, and now she’s struggling just to keep her head above water long
enough to finish her nursing degree. But one desperate trip to a local dive bar results not only in a hot,
delicious night with gorgeous billionaire mogul Grant Beal—the best sex she's ever had—but also in the
realization that she’s landed herself in the middle of a war between werewolf packs. Not only does Zenobia’s
lover happen to be the alpha leader of one of the packs, but the night of pleasure she shared with him left her
pregnant. Now, as the mother-to-be of his heir and successor, she has no choice but to flee her old life and
stay close to Grant in his mansion—and his bed.

Her old life gone for good, can Zenobia find a way to accept her new one and come to find more than just
acceptance at the side of the White Wolf—maybe even love?

This is part one of a four-part serialized Fantasy Erotic Romance. This part has a length of about 15,000
words. It contains strong sexual content and is not intended for readers under 18.
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From Reader Review Claimed by the Wolf for online ebook

*Dee's Reading Time Matters says

Claimed by the Wolf (The White Wolf Billionaire #1)

Zenobia's life was going great until she chases her no-good fiance, Avon cheating with his neighbor. He puts
her out and goes on with his life giving little regards to Zenobia. 'Adding insult to injury', she leaves her job
working under a pimpled-face sixteen year old jerk! Rents due, and poor Zenobia needs a distraction for the
night... and that takes the form of Grant Beal, an oil billionaire who she recalls the name and meets at a
regular bar. One thing leads to another and a month later Zenobia discovers she's pregnant! She reaches out
to Grant by calling him but he doesn't respond so she head back to the bar and all HELL BREAKS LOOSE!
And then Avon is blowing up her phone with text messages demanding she calls him ASAP! The nerve of
that jerk!

Zenobia is caught in a rival war and the billionaire, Grant she witness is a beautiful white wolf... well even
more! Grant Beal is the alpha white wolf of Golden Stripes pack and she going to be his mate but without the
'l' word! Okay you get the point so read it and see what happens to bring the ex fiance' and manwhore, Avon
to Grant Beal's mansion and back into Zenobia's life!

Fast paced, enjoyable cliffy ****!!!!

TeNice says

The premise has so much promise but there's no work for reveal. There's no build to the story and it was
quite short. i did like some parts of the story though. Enough to read the other short entries of the series

Lady says

Zenobia Jones is struggling with her life. She is trying to finish her nursing degree while trying to pay for
rent and make ends meet after being tossed out from her life with her ex-fiance. After she catches him
cheating he tosses her out and now she alone and trying to cope. Then one night she goes to a bar and her
whole life changes.

Grant Beal, a billionaire and wolf shifter. He meets Zenobia one night and it's suppose to be only one night
but fate has other ideas. So now things are taking a turn for him that he never thought.

Now both Grant and Zenobia are in above their heads. Will they be able to overcome this?

This is my first time reading this author and I loved it. I can't wait to read the rest of this series and anything
else writes. I highly recommend this book to others.



Oceans says

This was a short read. The plot needs some improvement as well as the characters. She comes from bad
relationship and comes out desperate. Grant looks like an arrogant male not caring for anything.
The world with the werewolf is not explained well so the reader is left unsatisfied. The ending is just cut, as
this was short read it looks like it was just split in more pieces and left you hanging. I am not sure I will
invest in second book.

Tippit says

A likeable, quick read that is interesting enough to make you come back for the next part of the story.

Selina Durio says

Claimed by the Wolf, by Candi Jackson is the first short installment in The White Wolf Billionaire Series.
While this was a very quick read and I enjoyed the story it felt a little rushed. There was a lot of information
put into this short work that I am guessing was meant to be set up for the series. Some parts left me
scratching my head wondering “HUH?”

Benita Cleaves says

Interesting!

I'm really not a fan of short books that's why it only gets 3 stars. This short book is really good but would
have been better if all the short books were made into one book.

Cheryl says

Gave this three stars. Not really sure If I should have. The story was OK for what is was; which was a quick
paranormal romance read in between normal reads. It had some good attributes but do to the time constraints
had to pack in a lot of information in a short amount of time. The story was not horrible just fast and the
ending; well I did not see that one coming.

Taz Will says

This was jumpy and the characters really needed more thought. Grant came off as a user and Zenobia a fool
who was desperate for anything/anyone. I thought this would be a good read where the alpha wolf would
actually choose a mate but this just seems to be a one night stand gone wrong. The ending makes me wonder
if Grant is using her for his own gain. For her to be engaged to someone without knowing that he was



different seems too far out there. If the ending is what I’m thinking it will be. The story itself needs work and
it’s not enough to pay for the next one.

Annette says

Well, Zenobia seems to have her head together about her career goals. She's having some financial issues &
not sure if she will be able to get a job in her field but having a one-night stand was a stupid move,
billionaire or not! Now she's pregnant by a man she doesn't even know is an alpha werewolf. Not sure what
Grant was thinking & now her cheating ex is back.

The story was just all over the place, too rushed. It didn't leave me with the excitement wondering what will
happen next so I'm not sure I will get the next teaser/chapter.

Latoya Wilson says

I liked it!

This was my first time reading an erotic, paranormal short story that was a little urban. Different but I liked
it.

Tracey says

My opinion

I found it easy read. Interested ,fantasy of a werewolf. I also like the plot of a biracial relationship. Warring
tribes on each side. I also like the notion of a her ex boyfriend seems to be one to. I hope results to a
interesting conflict.

Shannon Starks says

May continue...

I chose this book because it is hard to find a good paranormal romance with African American characters.
This book was interesting and I like the plot. I wished there was more detail and it wasn't over so quick. I
may read the second book to see what happens next.

Rhapsody Phoenix says

Not the greatest read though I've read worst. I am however intrigued by the cliff hanger to read the follow up
book 2 with the idiot Avon. What can I say, at times am a glutton for punishment



Ladonna Alexander says

This book was so unrealistic, I had to put in down in the second book of the four book set. Really you find
out there are werewolves, get pregnant by one, get kidnapped, and the only thing you can think about is how
hot the Alpha is really??? Not for me.


